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Sustainability is not confined to 
certain matters or subjects. It’s an 
attitude. A way of living. The RCE 
Stettiner Haff will strive to implement 
this spirit in society and economy. 
	



	

 
 
 
Contact 
 
 
Primary Application Contact 
 
As first contact functions the Naturpark am Stettiner Haff, please use as contactperson 
the freelance naturguide Susanne Völlm: 
 
Susanne Völlm 
Natureguide Naturpark am Stettiner Haff 
Dorfstraße 45 
17322 Blankensee 
Germany 
++49 39744 51456 
s.voellm@gaia.de 
poststelle-ash@lung.mv-regierung.de 
 
 
Secondary Application Contact 
 
Gerd Walther 
Lord Mayor Ueckermünde 
Am Rathaus 3 
17373 Ueckermünde 
Germany 
++49 39771 28414 
++49 39771 28499  
buergermeister@ueckermuende.de 
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2 Geographical scope, major characteristics of the region 
2.1.  Geographical Location 
 

 
 
The proposed RCE Stettiner Haff is located in the 
coastal border region of northeast Germany 
(Federal State Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, county 
Vorpommern-Greifswald, Uecker-Randow-Region) 
and northwest Poland (Western Pomerania) at the 
southern edge of the Stettiner Haff (szczecinski 
lagoon). This lagoon of 903 km2 in size is separated 
from the Baltic Sea by the islands of Usedom and 
Wolin and fed by the drainage system of the river 
Oder. Politically it is split by the German-Polish 
border into the great Stettiner Haff (Poland) and 
the small Stettiner Haff (Germany).  
 
 
 

 
The chosen RCE area however concentrates on the mainland. It encompasses 1745 km2 
approximately three quarters belonging to Germany and one quarter to Poland. From the 
coast of the lagoon it reaches 30 km southward, the expansion from the west to the east 
is about 60 km. 

 
 
 
 
 
. 
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2.2.  Description of the region 
 
The natural landscape was formed by the glacial era. Because of very little difference in 
altitude the main natural features that evolved were forests on the slightly higher parts 
of moraines and fens and wetlands in the lower parts.  
Historically increasing anthropogenic influence shaped the landscape afterwards, 
especially since several centuries ongoing drainage activities damaged the natural 
environment. Since the beginning of industrialization the nutrient transport from the river 
Oder into the lagoon diminished the water quality drastically. Indications are algae 
blooms in summer, decreased water transparency and foam caused by bacteria. Due to 
the high amount of nutrient within the sediment even a decrease of nutrient transport 
did not yet improve the water quality in the lagoon. 
 
However in comparison with other parts of Germany this cultural landscape gives the 
impression of naturalness. Diverse habitats for animals and plants yet still exist, which 
are of great importance for species-, biotope- and habitat-conservation and were set 
under protection during the last decades. Especially the estuary region is of great 
ecological importance. Its wet meadows and fens belong to the most diverse biotopes in 
the region and play an important role for adjusted species especially waterfowls. 
Therefore it is not surprising, that our defined RCE region has 17 Natura 2000 areas, the 
two largest areas being 25.400 ha (Germany) and 14.600 ha (Poland). Natura 2000 is 
the European nature conservation program. 
 
During the times of the German Democratic Republic about 10.000 hectares of forests on 
the German side of the proposed RCE area, the ‚Ueckermünder Heide’ and the ‚Eggesiner 
Forst’ were reserved as hunting grounds for state-representatives and such only partially 
used for forestry. As a result, their degree of naturalness is in many parts much higher 
than average. Within the German coalition agreement from 2005 it was set, that areas 
with high nature conservation value which are not longer fulfilling state duties (such as 
the former inter-German border or former state-hunting grounds) are to be given to the 
federal states or to conservation organisations. All areas in question form now the 
National Natural Heritage of Germany. They are to be developed towards naturalness and 
wilderness. Most of these areas throughout Germany were assigned to the Deutsche 
Bundesstiftung Umwelt (German Federal Environmental Foundation (DBU), amongst 
them up to 10.000 hectare Ueckermünder Heide and Eggesiner Forst in the proposed 
RCE area. 
 
Already in 2004 the nature reserve ‚Naturpark am Stettiner Haff’ was founded. The aim 
of the conservation category ‚Naturpark’ is to preserve a traditional cultural landscape 
and to develop a nature-based tourism. The entire Naturpark am Stettiner Haff lies 
within the proposed RCE region. 
 
The socio-economic, demographical and educational parameters described below are 
listed in: 
• RREP Vorpommern = Regionales Raumentwicklungsprogramm Vorpommern, 2010 

(regional spatial development program Vorpommern, 2010) 
• ILEK Vorpommern Greifswald = Integriertes ländliches Entwicklungskonzept für den 

Landkreis Vorpommern-Greifswald, Entwurf 2015 (integrated rural development 
concept for the county Vorpommern-Greifswald, draft 2015) 

• LEADER Strategie für lokale Entwicklung 2014-2020 für die Leader-Region Stettiner 
Haff, 2015 (strategy for local development 2014-2020 in the Leader region Stettiner 
Haff, 2015) (Leader is an European support program). 

Regarding to its socioeconomic parameters the region is particularly weak with an 
unemployment rate of 16%, a minor economic performance and low labour productivity.  
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The main part of insurance contributes is done by the age group 40 – 50. Wages are the 
lowest in Germany (e.g. in 2005 was the average in Germany 16.300 €/a, in this area 
13.800 €/a), purchasing power lays at 78,2%. 
The German forces (Bundeswehr) using military properties in the area created jobs and 
employment. Due to structural reformations a substantial part of those got lost lately. 
 
Due to the peripheral location of the region and the historical development large 
industrial settlements missed out, economics are in general marked by loss-making 
structures. Structural disadvantages enforce the increasing indebtedness of communities 
and counties. The gross domestic product of the federal state of Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern is the second worst in Germany. (https://www.gesundheitliche-
chancengleichheit.de/mecklenburg-vorpommern/soziale-lage-in-mecklenburg-vorpommern/) 
In the RCE area smaller industries are situated within the business parks of 
Ueckermünde, Torgelow, Strasburg, Eggesin and Pasewalk, most of them in the metal 
sector (metal processing, metal working). Tourism is a distinctive economy, health 
industry also plays a certain role, so do maritime branches e.g. industrial harbour 
Berndshof and fishery. The importance of the later declined rapidly since the last 25 
years. Service industries and administration have come in addition, but in total the rural 
region is clearly dominated by agriculture and forestry. The regional market is not 
sufficient the products are exported. Possibilities for production and marketing of 
renewable resources are not well developed. Fruits and vegetables are barley produced 
(very poor sandy soil). Nature conservation claims a good share of the area but so far 
brings little economical value for the region. 
 
Demographically the region suffers a decrease of population. In particular young, 
qualified people move towards regions with better perspectives like the metropolis of 
Berlin or Hamburg. Between 2000 and 2013 approximately 17500 people left the Uecker-
Randow Region, this equals 20,5 %. Although the population of Germany is aging 
altogether, the process is even more drastic in this area. The relative increase of disabled 
people correlates with the development. 
Medical primary care is yet guaranteed, but does more and more concentrate on central 
places (towns with more than 2000 residents). The RREP expects 25% (!) of the medical 
practitioners to be retired within the next years. Whether young doctors will take over 
their place is uncertain, the conditions for country-medics are not tempting enough. 
The level of satisfaction of the local residents is measurably lower than in other parts of 
Germany. With 6,67 points out of 9 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern takes the last place of all 
German federal states. 
(http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/282179/umfrage/regionale-lebenszufriedenheit-in-deutschland/) 
 
The demographic development adds up to a major brain drain and loss of (traditional) 
skills. Due to the steadily decreasing number of children more and more schools on the 
countryside are closed down. However the numbers of childcare facilities (kindergarden, 
nursery, nannies) are reasonable. Economic businesses complain about shortages in 
skilled employees. Within the close surroundings on the German side of the future RCE 
no university or metropolis exists. The language barrier with Poland prevents that 
Szczecin (the former Stettin) takes over the role as transnational metropolis. Thus the 
region lacks the momentum, which initiatives as Transition Town or NGOs like 
Greenpeace could give. According to the RREP the number of ESD certified Institutions in 
the region ought to be enhanced. ILEK states, that the region lacks decentralized 
facilities to provide lifelong learning and vivid cultural living. There is also no sufficient 
connection between the sectors tourism, culture and youth, although a net of museums, 
art- and culture facilities does exist. 
 
All three development papers drawn to rate (see above) suggest to invest in the tourism 
sector, the Leader study setting a focus on cultural aspects by interweaving with the city 
of Szczecin and surroundings. 
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2.3.  Reason for scope selection 
 
The structurally disadvantaged but scenic area in the economic shadow of the coastal 
spas on the islands of Usedom and Wolin on the one hand and the Polish metropolis 
Szczecin on the other hand was chosen deliberately. The initiators believe, that an RCE 
can turn this region into a partner at eyelevel for the more prosperous areas pointed out 
and we regard ESD as chance, to develop the region towards sustainability. The 
landscape will be the basis for educational inspired offers. The RCE is supposed to be 
transnational, since landscape and its ecological patterns don’t stop at political borders. 
Besides the concept of sustainability is international and we are convinced, that the 
development of a border region needs cooperation with the neighbour. The name 
Stettiner Haff was chosen, because residents are familiar with this title and we assume a 
high identification. 
 
2.4.  Major sustainability challenges 
 
We see two major challenges for sustainable development and therefore for an RCE in 
the proposed area:  
 
1. The alignment of structural changes towards Sustainability 
Before world war II the area had its economical centre Stettin. People in the proposed 
RCE area produced agricultural goods and handicraft mainly for the city. In return the 
countryside was a popular recreation destination for the citizens of Stettin. During the 
cold war Germany got divided, the RCE Stettiner Haff area belonged to the German 
Democratic Republic (GDR), politically dependent on Russia whereas Stettin became 
polish. Farmers got combined to huge agricultural cooperatives, economy was artificially 
maintained. 25 years after the reunion of BRD and GDR this part of Germany is in the 
state described above. So far the landscape is not industrialized. We regard this as its 
greatest treasure. But how to make economic development possible without jeopardizing 
this treasure? To align the structural change towards sustainability is one of the major 
challenges. 
 
2. The development of positive attitudes towards Sustainability 
Here, just like anywhere else, strong attitudes exist, which stand in the way of a 
sustainable development. E.g.: 
• living has to be cheap - although organic farms employ many locals only few buy the 

more expensive organic products 
• nature conservation is an instrument to prevent economic growth and to keep people 

in poverty 
• nature that is not used or cultivated is worthless 
• stick to your kind 
• newcomers must adapt  
• keep things up the way we know them, resist change as long as possible 
• sustainability is just a word, a political hoax 

Attitudes like this are more common in this region than in areas with a more powerful 
economy and higher population. The same goes for a general lack in visions, ambitions 
and entrepreneurial spirit. Possibilities are not analysed, opportunities not taken.  
Unfortunately the number of small criminal incidents on the German side increases since 
the border controls between Poland and Germany were omitted and thus feed Nazi 
propaganda. In return in Poland the attitude towards Germans stiffens again. 
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3.  RCE Vision, objectives and strategy 
 
3.1.  Vision and strategy 
 
Let us take you towards the year 2030: Since the RCE Stettiner Haff emerged in 2016 a 
variety of Sustainability-Nuclei formed and transformed the region. People developed and 
internalized sustainable lifestyles, which they pass on to visiting tourists. The region is 
now known for its sustainable touristic offers, educational leave in the sense of ESD 
being the main core of it. Besides the new wilderness in the National Natural Heritage 
area ‘Ueckermünder Heide’ and the Natura 2000 areas are visited by guests which 
otherwise would have traveled to far more remote areas of the world. Local wilderness-
educationalist see to their special nature experience. 
The touristic scene in the RCE sets a contrast to the luxurious spas on the seaside, 
founded on nature experience, attentiveness and slowness. It’s now considered a serious 
partner by the coastal cities and the metropolis of Szczecin, although it might not equal 
them in economic turn over. 
Organic farming has entered a new level of naturalness. Concepts for the production of 
food and energetic biomass within wetland areas are established the fatal drainage of 
peatlands and swamps that was practiced for centuries has stopped. The awareness for 
sustainable nourishment (regional, organic, less meat) has grown. Solidary agriculture is 
common. Food is produced for and with the local consumer directly.  
Due to intense, interdisciplinary German-polish projects in the fields of art and nature 
conservation, very often combining the two, a new ‘Culture in the border region’ did 
develop, giving the population a new self-confidence. The transcultural exchange of 
knowledge and experience did revive crafts and lead to genuine reskilling. Naturally the 
language of the neighbouring state is taught already in the kindergarten. Because of the 
positive impact on the demographic development schools in the countryside reopened, 
often with new school concepts (free schools). 
 
This is our Vision – but welcome back in the year 2016. Let us explain our strategy: 
 
To be sustainable an economic venture has to be in line with the requirements of humans 
and nature – it has to be socially fair and environmentally friendly. But we see 
sustainability not as an economic affair only. For us it is an ethic thread, which ought to 
lead through every ones life. It’s not confined to certain matters or subjects. It’s an 
attitude. A way of living. The RCE Stettiner Haff strives to implement this spirit in society 
and economy. It wants to strengthen the idea of sustainability, establish ESD in society 
and stimulate a sustainable regional development, which takes ecological, social and 
economic questions in account. One can not achieve new ways of dealing with nature and 
man without new economical values. 
 
We put tourism in the centre of our RCE efforts – in other words: to stimulate and 
facilitate tourism based on Sustainable Development and Education for Sustainable 
Development is the core task of the RCE Stettiner Haff. We are convinced, that this 
central subject influences all other relevant aspects in a positive way. Environment, 
society and economics will benefit immensely. The RCE has no legal recourse to enforce 
any of our objectives. They can only be implemented on a voluntary basis, which ESD is 
supposed to put up.  
 
We identified four touristic branches. Nature tourism, cultural tourism, health tourism 
and educational leave. In case, the later may not be common in other parts of the world, 
let us shortly explain. In most German federal states employees have the right to take 
an educational leave of 5 days a year. The taken offers have to deal with social, political 
or nature conservation matters or concern the work of the employee. The trend is, to 
take the family on this educational leave. This touristic branch already via definition 
aligned to education shall be underpinned with SD matters and a reasonable amount of 
offers implemented in the region. In Nature tourism, cultural tourism and health tourism 
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SD and ESD shall be elevated and evolved. These offers are of course also a source of 
recreation for the local population. 
 
Thus sustainable tourism shall become the brand for the RCE Stettiner Haff region. The 
process is guided scientific. This supports both, the process itself and the transfer of 
results. Not only may other regions take on the touristic line, the experiences may also 
transfer school systems and education in general. 
 
Society will profit from this efforts in multiple ways, e.g.: 

• high quality cultural events 
• ESD offers for tourists can also be used by schools, families, locals in general 
• quality in the German-Polish relationship evolves, a special culture of the border 

region develops 
• infrastructure, e.g. stores and shops, schools 
• jobs for residents 
• start-ups by residents 
• newcomers and returnees are attracted by the area 
• the spirit of SD and ESD underlines a big deal of economic operations in the area, 

more sensitiveness for sustainability with producers and consumers 
• new regional self-confidence 
• positive influence on the demographic development by newcomers and return of 

former citizens 
• more awareness for the region in other parts of Germany, Poland and all of 

Europe 

In total the life quality will improve tremendously. It will not longer only be nice to live in 
this beautiful landscape, it will also be possible to generate a decent income by doing so. 
 
Economics 
The main economic branches, situated in the RCE area are metal processing, food 
production and service providers. The influence of the RCE on these businesses shall be 
an active one. The RCE will approach firms in the area and support them in finding and 
accomplishing sustainability guidelines. The aim is, to make them aware of the fact, that 
they must take responsibility for their direct natural environment, since this is the source 
that brings purchasing power to the local customers. In addition the RCE sets certain 
impulses directly, e.g. informing on concepts like solidary agriculture, new crops (soy, 
lupine), game instead of livestock etc. 
 
In return economic enterprises will profit by  

• young and educated residents as a source for employees and customers 
• evolving regional economic circles  
• new possibilities to set up enterprises  
• fresh impulses for the food production sector  
• economical efficiency of regional organic products, because the sustainable 

touristic sector boosts the demand.  
• profits for regional gastronomy  

 
Environment 
The environment profits, since the acceptance of its central meaning for the wellbeing of 
the entire region will enhance. The RCE will point out, that nature conservation is not an 
impediment for regional development, but a basic need, because – amongst other things 
- traditional cultural landscape on the one side and evolving wilderness on the other side 
are perfect for a diversity of economic enterprises. The RCE supports nature conservation 
efforts directly (e.g. the work of Naturpark Stettiner Haff) and indirectly (e.g. ESD 
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projects influence attitudes). Locals and Tourists, vendors and customers are brought 
into contact with transformative education and with simple first steps towards 
sustainability, which they can implement for themselves easily (renewable energy, less 
meat consumption, recycling paper, no plastic bags, water quality improvement by local 
measures…). 
The focus on nature and its values does not mean, that modern technology is opposed by 
the RCE. It may help to use natural resources in a more environmentally friendly way or 
to find better ways for recycling and up-cycling, but not to exploit sensitive ecosystems 
more efficiently. 
 
3.2.  Short-term objectives and long-term objectives 
 
In the following we focus first on aims that regard the networking and the building up of 
working structures in the future RCE initiative itself. Further on objectives that concern 
the development of structures and attitudes which will lead towards sustainability follow.  
As short term objectives we regard everything that can be done until 2020, anything 
thereafter are long-term objectives. 
 

 
Table 1 objectives 

IV
 2016 

I 2017 

II 2017 

III 2017 

IV
 2017 

I 2018 

II 2018 

III 2018 

IV
 2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

2022 

2023 

2024 

2025 

Building up the RCE network and working structures 
Win more 
members and 
partners 

At least three local schools x x x              
Minimum three Polish partners x x               
Minimum two universities  x                
Members/partners that work bilateral x x x              
Contact other regional networks, 
define interfaces 

x x x              

Build up a working 
structure  

Legal entity for the RCE x x               
RCE codex and guidelines x x               
Form project teams  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Teambuilding measures  x    x    x x x x x x x 
Regular workmeetings for the RCE 
members (4 times a year) 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Workshops on different subjects to 
educate the RCE members 

  x    x   x x x x x x x 

funding x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Set up bilingual office  x x x             
Find Coordinator, press officer, 
public relation, treasurer… 

 x x x             

Define monitoring and evaluation 
criteria and indicators 

  x x             

Lobby work (political level) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Intensify the work 
of the network 

Project development (workshops, 
seminars for RCE members) 

  x    x  x x x x x x x x 

Seminars on transformative 
education and other subjects 

   x    x x x x x x x x x 

combine activities and offers (e.g. 
workshops) 

   x x x  x x x  x  x  x 

Public relation Logo design x x               
Launch Website  x x              
Flyer  x x    x    x  x  x  x 
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Press releases, social media  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Fostering Structures and Attitudes for Sustainability 
Implement 
SD+ESD in 
tourism and 
recreation in the 
context of livelong 
learning on both 
sides of the border 

Unit the touristic businesses on both 
sides of the border under the label of 
SD, built a network 

 x x x x x x x x        

Work out standards for the joint work 
e.g. how are exchange of 
experience, further education of 
touristic providers or the 
transformation of results assured 

 x x       x       

Qualify the touristic businesses in 
regards to SD and ESD (seminars, 
workshops etc.) 

    x x   x x x x x x x x 

Support businesses in finding their 
individual guidelines 

    x x    x x x x x x x 

Work out common principals on 
sustainable tourism 

 x x       x       

Develop innovative sustainable 
touristic products in the defined 
branches (nature, culture, health, 
education) based on ESD  

   x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Implement 
SD+ESD in other 
local industries 

Help to develop sustainability 
guidelines  

      x x  x x x x x x x 

Information events on subjects, that 
give important impulses for 
sustainable development 

      x x  x x x x x x x 

Implement 
SD+ESD at school   

win schools to create their own 
sustainability projects  

   x x   x x  x  x  x  

 
 
4.  Governance and management structure 
 
4.1.  The making of the RCE Stettiner Haff 
 
Mr. Detlef Rabethge, manager of the youth hostel Ueckermünde initiated the first 
meeting on the 20th of March 2015 on the premises of the Youth hostel. On that occasion 
Peter Reichenbach, founding member of the RCE Ruhr and now godfather of our project, 
informed about RCEs and the application procedure. The contact to Mr. Reichenbach 
came through his project sevengardens, which is by now implemented in the educational 
program of the youth hostel Ueckermünde. 
 
Ten future RCE members took part in the first meeting. The plenum decided to take on 
the task. An application form was created, in which all institutions, wanting to take part 
in the RCE describe their work and state its relevance for environment, culture, economy, 
education and health. This is the basis on which the membership in the RCE is decided 
on. The first common decision concerned the geographical scope of the future RCE 
Stettiner Haff. The next task was to find more members and partners. The University for 
sustainable Development Eberswalde has been visited in September 2015 and is 
interested in a partnership. So is the university of Neubrandenburg. With the city of 
Police and the German-Polish Association two polish partner gave a letter of intent.  
From 17th- 20th September 2015 Mr. Rabethge took part in the German national RCE-
meeting at Munich, which lead to stimulating contacts with German RCEs. 
The future RCE is open for more members or partners. We add a list of institutions we 
wish to win for the RCE in the near future (table 3 below). 
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4.2.  Key institutions and organizations 
 
Table 2 lists the certain and potential members and partners, table 3 lists institutions, 
that will be invited to take part in the future. 
 
 
Table 2 Founding members  
(alphabetical order) 

Name Type of institution Commitment 

City of Police  Municipal administration, coastal city in Poland, 34.000 residents certain 

Deutsch-Polnische Gesellschaft Szczecin German Polish Association, NGO, aims to foster the german-
polish relationship 

certain 

DJH Landesverband M-V. e.V. ,  
Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 

Extracurricular place of learning, NGO, Youthhostel certain 

EUCC- Die Küsten Union Deutschland 
(EUCC-D) 

NGO, stakeholder and network association with the aim of 
promoting a sustainable development of coastal and marine 
zones in Europe by bridging the gap between scientists, 
environmentalists, site managers, planners and policy makers.  

certain 

FEG – Förder- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 
Uecker-Region mbH 

GmbH – society for the advancement of economics in the 
Uecker region 

certain 

FH Neubrandenburg University of Applied Science Neubrandenburg potential 

GWW Pasewalk – Gemeinnützige Werk- und 
Wohnstätten 

NGO, work and habitation for handicapped people certain 

Haffnet GmbH – medical federation for the mainland south of the 
Stettiner Haff 

certain 

Hochschule für nachhaltige Entwicklung 
Eberswalde 

University of Applied Sciences Eberswalde, focus on sustainable 
development 

potential 

Landesforst Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
Forstsamendarre Jatznick 

Forest state administration Mecklenburg Vorpommern, oast, 
collection and preparation of tree seeds for sowing 

certain 

Naturpark am Stettiner Haff  State administration (part of the Mecklenburg Vopommern 
agency for the environment, nature conservation and geology); 
The nature conservation category ‚Naturpak’ aims to protect and 
manage traditionell cultural landscape and to develop nature 
based tourism 

certain 

OAS Pasewalk – Organisation zur 
Arbeitsförderung und Strukturentwicklung 

GmbH, aims to organize occupation for unemployed people and 
to enable them to take part in society. 

certain 

Sparks (Susanne Völlm) Environmental- and natureducation, private enterprise certain 

Stadt Ueckermünde Municipal administration, coastal town, 10.200 residents certain 

Ukranenland Torgelow Extracurricular place of learning, heritage centre for medieval 
times and slavic history 

certain 
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Table 3  Partners we wish for  
(alphabetical order) 

ANE Academy for Sustainable Development 

ANU MV Society for environmental- and natureducation Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 

Bildungsministerium bzw. Institution z.B. 
IQMV,  

Ministry for education or institute in the administration of the ministry 

Bündnis Vorpommern weltoffen, 
demokratisch, bunt 

Society against nazi-extremist attitude 

Dehoga – Deutscher Hotel und 
Gaststättenverband 

German hotel and gastronomy association 

Die Randower Touristic network between Pasewalk an Szczecin 

DUENE e.V. Institut für dauerhaft 
umweltgerechte Entwicklung der Naturräume 
der Erde – 

Institute for environmentally friendly development of the earth 

Greifswald Moor Centrum Research and politics to all questions regarding mires 

Kommunalgemeinschaft Pomerania e.V. Communal network Pomerania 

Kulturelle Partner, z.B. Kulturspeicher 
Ueckermünde, Schloss Bröllin e.V. 

Cultural partners 

Ostseestiftung Baltic sea foundation, strives to improve the ecological situation of the baltic sea 

PTSM Polskiego Towarzystwa Schronisk 
Mlodziezowych 

Polish Youth hostel Association 

Rewilding Europe Oder Delta NGO, aims for more wilderness in Europe 

Soziale Partner, z.B. UfA Social partners 

Tierpark Ueckermünde Zoo 

Tourismusverband Vorpommern  
Fremdenverkehrsverein Stettiner Haff 
Reiseveranstalter mit nachhaltiger 
Ausrichtung, z.B. Abenteuer Flusslandschaft 

Touristic associations 

Viabono oder anderes Nachhaltigkeitslabel für 
Tourismus 

Touristic Certification Organisation 

Zerum Ueckermünde Centre for environmental education and adventure based expierences; 
extracurricular place of learning, hostel 

 
 
4.3.  Financial and personnel resources  
 
National and international funding opportunities will be used to finance RCE projects and 
to install a small office as regional information point with secretarial function. For the 
fundraising the project partners in charge are responsible. 
Examples for fonds and foundations that can be of assistance: 

• InterReg/Euroregion Pomerania (European funding for transnational projects) 
• Leader (European funding for regional development) 
• Europäischer Sozialfonds (European funding for social projects) 
• Norddeutsche Stiftung für Umwelt und Entwicklung (NUE) (Foundation that fonds 

volunteer projects in the north of Germany) 
• Landesförderungen (provincial funding) 

Depending on the chosen legal form, it is possible to charge an annual membership fee, 
which could be used for activities of the planned secretariat (e.g. public relations). 
Members also support the network depending on their facilities with volunteer services 
free of charge, e.g. the youth hostel functions as venue for meetings, seminars, etc. 
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4.4.  Management and governance structures 
 
The RCE Stettiner Haff will be founded as a network of independent and self sufficient 
members. It shall sum up the regional key personnel and institutions for sustainable 
development and ESD in the Region Stettiner Haff. 

After founding the members will decide on a general structure that should form a legally 
binding basis for all aspects of our relations in the foreseeable future. So far the 
participants favour the form of a registered, non profit association. The association will 
vote a steering group. 

It depends on the chosen legal form, how accountability has to be proved. In any case 
the RCE will fulfill its duties in a responsible and trustworthy way (see 4.5 Monitoring). 

The association meets approximately four times a year, one of which is the annual 
general meeting. However, in order to get to know the members and to strengthen the 
bound between them, it is feasible, to change the location of network-activities regularly 
and visit each member over the years.  

Within the legal structure the members form project teams, which may differ in 
constellation depending to the project in focus. The project teams manage their 
additional meetings independently. Phone conference or Skype can be tried. 

A central coordinating office assists them with  

• Project development 
• Teambuilding 
• RCE Website 
• Fundraising   
• Regular network meetings 
• Marketing  
• Matters of finance 

The RCE will decide how far the responsibility of the coordinator and the steering group 
in the operative business will reach. Major questions will be decided democratically on in 
the RCE meetings. 
 
4.5.  Monitoring and evaluation 
 
Monitoring 

To coordinate the internal check up on the RCE achievements is part of the RCE office. 
The members of the RCE 
- deliver project reports 
- give an annual overall-view during the annual general RCE meeting à Transparency 
- generate a list of criteria and indicators, that are used to check on the direction of 

development 

Evaluation  

An external check up on the objectives of the RCE is 
- due on a regular basis  
- done by an external institution 
- financed by the RCE members, if not possible by external founding 
- based on measurable qualitative and quantitative indicators, such as number of 

international participants in RCE activities or number of new created jobs for 
handicapped people. 

Objectives for the evaluation are generated by the RCE members. 
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5.  Collaboration 
 
5.1.  Collaborative activities 
 
Different strategies of collaboration are possible. 
 
- Projects are developed and accomplished by two or more members/partners 
- Coaching or collegial consultation is offered by one member/partner to the other 
- Some members/partners function as advisory council for another member/partner 
- Members/partners share staff and/or material 
- Members/partners interchange customers  
- Members distribute offers of other members 
- Members/partners carry out their programs on the premises of others (we do colours, 

you do mires…) 
- Members/partners employ or hire other members/partners 
- A member/partner finances the project of another member/partner 
- Universities accompany projects with research and evaluation 
- team-weekends with teambuilding, project development or experts speaking on 

special topics 

Existing collaborations see table 4 under No. 6 Ongoing activities 
 
 
6.  Ongoing and planned activities 
6.1.  Projects of RCE members and partners 
 
Table 4 Ongoing projects  (alphabetical order of member in charge)  

RCE Partner Ongoing activities Partner organisations 

EUCC – Die Küsten Union 
Deutschland e.V. 

sustainable management of coastal zones, cross-border 
network and workshops, focus water quality  
different educational offers : 
- Guides tours at beach and coast 
- Changing Exhibitions about the development of the 

coast 
- E-Learning, practical material (e.g. OstseeKiste) 
- Cooperation between tourism and fisheries sector 
- Beach cleaning activities (Marine Litter)  
- Mussel farm for cleaning the Stettiner Haff: 

Improvement of water transparency by internal 
measures, e.g. Zebra mussle 

- secure the lagoons functions as spawning grounds, fish 
nursery and touristic area  

- using ESD to create an awareness in industry, citizens 
and tourists for the sensitiveness of the lagoon, e.g. by 
citizen-science projects 

- Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
- Sparks 

 

FEG (Förder- und 
Entwicklungsgesellschaft 
Uecker-Region mbH) 

Development of sustainable nature tourism, creating special 
tourist offers 
Networking to increase the regional value added: 
- Advancement of work opportunities  
- Increase the sensitization of locals for regional products 
- Using and improving regional resources 

- Ukranenland Historische 
Werkstätten Torgelow e.V. 

- Forstsamendarre Jatznick 
- Naturpark Am Stettiner Haff 
- Stadt Ueckermünde 
 

GWW (Gemeinnützige 
Werk- und Wohnstätten 
GmbH Pasewalk) 

Integration of handicapped people in the regional job market 
Integrate the offers of the GWW-Werkstätten in regional 
value added 
- Building nesting boxes for birds in the area 
- Sustainable Education 
- Simplified Language for handicapped people 
- Craft activities with local resources and create so 

regional products 

- EUCC – Die Küsten Union 
Deutschland e.V. 

- GWW, Integrationsdienst 
(integration service) 

- GWW, Holzwerkstatt Pasewalk 
(woodworkshop Pasewalk) 

- GWW, Berufsbildungsbereiche 
(job training service) 

- GWW, Büro für Leichte 
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Sprache (office for simplified 
language) 

- GWW, Hofladen Woldegk 
(foodstore Woldegk) 

Haffnet - building the network „Vitalstadt“ with different health 
offers for local people and tourists 

- Stadt Ueckermünde 

Jugendherberge 
Ueckermünde 
 

Specialist of child- and youth tourism 
Offers for family vacation 
Hosting seminars and courses 
More than accommodation and meal: 
- Community experience 
- Educational programs: team work, environmental-

education, expeditions to regional facilities 
- Meeting of different nations and cultures 
- Bilateral programs of German and Polish school groups 
 

- Naturpark Stettiner Haff 
- Ukranenland Torgelow 
- Stadt Ueckermünde 
- Sparks 
- EUCC – Die Küsten Union 

Deutschland e.V. 
- Deutsch Polnisches 

Jugendwerk 
- Zerum Ueckermünde 
- Tierpark Ueckermünde 

Landesforst Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern 
Forstsamendarre Jatznick 

Protection of seed: receive high-quality seed for the 
conversation and increasing of the forest, guided tours for 
young and old guests, educational offers, exhibitions  

- Ukranenland Torgelow 
- Förder- und Entwicklungs-

gesellschaft Uecker-Region 
mbH 

Naturpark „Am Stettiner 
Haff“ 

Preservation of the cultural landscape, preserve of nature 
monuments and architecture monuments, sensitization of 
local people and guest 
- Pomerania Erlebnisnetzwerk 
- Landschaft im Wandel der Zeit – Vom Wald zum Forst 

(landscape in transition of time: from natural forest to 
commercial forest) 

- Maintenance and development for saved biotops 
(orchid meadow, protection of aerie) 

- Joint event for locals and tourists (Naturparkfest and 
days of open door) 

- Redesign of the nature education trail  
- Disability access to the lake Latzigsee 

- Pomerania 
- Landesforst 
- Tierpark Ueckermünde 

OAS Pasewalk – 
Organisation zur 
Arbeitsförderung und 
Strukturentwicklung 

- Cooperation with the heritage centre for medieval times 
and slavic history on developing historic offers 

- Cooperation by building the historic ship 
Pommernkogge and provide educational offers 

- Take part in the environmental design of the town 
Ueckermünde 

- Supporting the permanent development of the historic 
production place Forstsamendarre 

- Ukranenland Torgelow 
- Stadt Ueckermünde 
- Landesforst Mecklenburg-

Vorpommern 

Sparks (Susanne Völlm) - Ostseekiste – educational program about the Baltic Sea 
- Forestdays with children (kindergarden) 
- KulturImprovisatorium – a theatre project on village 

history 

- Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
- EUCC – Die Küsten Union 

Deutschland e.V. 
- Schools and kindergardens 
- Village residents 

City of Police (Polen) Society:  
- Support of preservation the cultural heritage 
- Additional projects for Kids in the local schools 
- Supporting prevention and healthy life style 

Economics: 
- tax advantage for new regional companies 

Ecology: 
- expanding the bicycle trails around the Stettiner Haff 
- increasing the offers of the educational centre Zalesie 
- developing recreation areas with ecological importance 

- Stadt Ueckermünde 

Stadt Ueckermünde Society:  
- preservation a wide range of educational offers 
- support of projects for children 
- integration program for refugees 
- participate in projects like „school without racism“  
- building the network „Vitalstadt“ with different health 

offers for local people and tourists 

Economics: 
- support the tourism economics in harmony with the 

preservation of nature 
- increasing the facilities of bike tourism 

- Haffnet 
- Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
- FEG 
- Police 
- Kommunalgemeinschaft 

Pomerania e.V. 
- EUCC – Die Küsten Union 

Deutschland e.V. 
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- competition of founding enterprises 

Ecology: 
- develop an climate protection concept of the town  
- cooperation with the polish partner Police 

Ukranenland – Historische 
Werkstätten e.V. 

- Using local wood for building the historic buildings 
- Create project days for schools (local and tourists) 
- The use of the historic ship “Kogge” by the town 
- Membership in regional tourist associations to 

cooperate in the tourist development of the region 
Stettiner Haff 

- Landesforst Mecklenburg 
Vorpommern 

- Naturpark Am Stettiner Haff 
- Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
- Stadt Ueckermünde 

 
 
 
6.2. First future project ideas 
 
Table 5: Future Project ideas (first sketches, alphabetical order) Cooperating members/partners  

Art-Projects   
- deal with Neo-Nazism in transnational, interdisciplinary art projects 
- participatory theatre 
- artistic nature trail 

Sparks 
Bröllin 
Polish theatre 
+ more RCE members/partners 

Cross-border Sustainability Day 
Cross-border actions with best practices of all RCE members incl. guided tours, litter 
collection, educational events, market place and local food, bilingual theatre, art workshops 
etc. 
Opportunity for local and interested people to gain information, to interact with the RCE 
and to raise awareness of ESD. 

Ueckermünde and City of Police 
(hosts, thereafter every year different 
hosts) 
+ all members and partners 

Enhance life quality for handicapped people  
- Provide internships and jobs for handicapped people 
- Educate handicapped people in nature conservation matters and environmental 

education 
- Provide simplified language 

GWW 
FEG 
Firms and enterprises in the region 
+ more RCE members/partners 

Mobile Citizen University  
Participate the locals in the discussion about changes in our living conditions, e.g. 
questions of 
- implementing results of research programs for agriculture in wetlands and mires 
- meat consumption and meat production 
- renewable energy 

University 
external experts  
+ potentially all RCE 
members/partners 

Philosophy goes wild 
Philosophical talks at the Stettiner Haff, thereafter crossing of Germanys largest National 
Nature Heritage (the forests of the Ueckermünder Heide are not longer cultivated, 
wilderness-progression-area, wolves) on foot, bicycle or horseback, than artistic reflexion 
with Sparks on the farm ‘Thistles’. Invited are prominent representatives of philosophy, 
ethics, sustainability discourse, post-growth theory etc. plus residents of the area 

Sparks (Susanne Völlm) 
Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
Universities  
External experts 

Re-Skilling Projects 
Teach traditional crafts and develop innovative products. Could later be produced in home-
work-settings and sold in local tourist shops and heritage centres 

Ukranenland Torgelow 
Jugendherberge Ueckermünde 
FEG 
University 
+ more RCE members/partners 

Schools for Sustainability 
Schools and external experts develop ESD-programs and SD projects on both sides of the 
border 

Schools  
Universities 
+ potentially all RCE 
members/partners 

Scientific analysis of the potentials and limits of touristic offers as a source for ESD  University 

 
 
 
 


